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Harness unstructured 
data to drive value 
creation in real estate

DIGITAL REAL ESTATE: NOT AN OXYMORON
The demand for interconnected, smart cities, public and commercial spaces, and homes is driving 
a revolution in the real estate and construction industry. And this hyperconnectivity is exponentially 
increasing the amount of data available to the industry.

Real estate may appear to be highly immovable and tangible (concrete, even) and less susceptible 
to technological disruption than other industries. However, the reality is that this sector is at 
a crucial inflection point, and decisions companies make today on how to harness all of this 
multiplying and often inaccessible and confusing data will determine companies’ future in a digital, 
hyperconnected world.

And one of the areas ripe for the most fundamental change is the way in which real estate 
investments are valued and monetized.

Harnessing big, unstructured data to drive higher value creation in real estate and construction
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION:  
OUTSIDE-IN AND INSIDE-OUT
Buildings, infrastructure, and entire cities are becoming more and more 
dominated by (and made more or less valuable because of) their digital 
content: a wealth of unstructured and structured data that can be mined 
by AI applications. Like consumer products today, cities will compete 
with each other for business and leisure attractiveness based on their 
“smart” features. The interconnectedness of their infrastructure, driven 
by AI applications, will optimize everything from traffic conditions to 
carbon emissions to social integration. 

An even greater revolution can be foreseen for the individual home, 
office, or shop, with changes to people’s mobility and demographics 
shifting the way properties are used and shared, whether they are 
owned or rented, with increasing demands for the highest standards 
(covering energy consumption, environmental impact, and safety) and, 
of course, hyperconnectivity. Embedded technologies will be able to 
optimize utilities consumption, safety, surveillance, and even health and 
lifestyle by capturing our personal data within our domestic walls and 
offering integrated solutions and value-added services.

If bricks can connect, they can start thinking. And they will surely speak, 
as well, one day soon.

VALUATION’S NEXT FRONTIER
The valuation and, hence, design, development, management, and 
marketing of real estate properties are also heading for wholesale 
disruption. Huge amounts of data on the state of conservation, on 
the productivity of infrastructure and other public- and multi-purpose 
constructions, on the interplay of demand and supply in the sale and 
rental markets, and, finally, on the attractiveness of specific locations will 
progressively make these markets more transparent, liquid, and efficient

Big data can be captured and analyzed in real time, suggesting trends 
in real estate and construction performances, based on the intelligence 
produced by AI applications. These allow developers and investors to 
perform optimized planning for their global asset allocation and local 
project selection. It also allows them to more effectively design new 
development plans and urban regeneration programs, as they can now 
capture social perspectives around a given location, making it even 
cooler for business and leisure, for example. They can also analyze 
the footfall and flows of current and prospective users to improve the 
usability of public spaces and private ones, with high ecological and 
safety standards. Attractiveness and usability could then be used for a 
dynamic pricing of rents (or loans): for example, offering to link the fees 
of merchants in a new development to the footfall of people generated.  
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THE “BIG DATA” CHALLENGE AHEAD
The immediate challenge (and opportunity) around the abundance of data now available 
to real estate and construction companies is how to identify and harness it strategically to 
evaluate and boost returns for existing as well as potential, new real estate developments 
and investments.

A wide range of factors tied to the location of a real estate asset contribute significantly to 
explain and anticipate trends in its valuation. However, these are generally overlooked by 
players in the sector, who tend to rely on traditional and structured data. Traditional factors 
include information on the external surroundings – such as tourism, cultural attractions, 
night- versus day-life activity – and macro-economic information – such as average income, 
labor dynamics, age of population, and employment rate.

New operational tools can now integrate unstructured data sources and AI algorithms into 
the analysis, enabling companies to fine tune their understanding of the “quality” of an area 
or specific property. 

Data sources can be clustered in three main macro groups:

1 The state of conservation, spotting improving or deteriorating trends in the real estate assets 
located in the same area.

2 The demand and supply of similar assets, in terms of size, number of rooms and 
characteristics, for sale and rent, both long-term and short-term.

3 The location data, providing a view on the type of city or precise neighborhood where the 
asset is located, the destination of the buildings (residential, office or retail), purchasing 
power, types of services, and interest points.

Applying AI tools to analyze this data provides significantly more precise and measurable 
ways to consider new investments and increase the returns on existing ones.

Ultimately, however, because of the fast pace at which this industry is evolving, great 
strategy and tools amount to nothing if companies do not execute effectively and quickly. 
Those businesses that are not aggressively exploiting the opportunities these technologies 
offer today may find themselves left behind tomorrow.
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ABOUT US

For nearly forty years, AlixPartners has helped businesses around the world respond quickly and decisively to their most critical challenges – 
circumstances as diverse as urgent performance improvement, accelerated transformation, complex restructuring and risk mitigation.
These are the moments when everything is on the line – a sudden shift in the market, an unexpected performance decline, a time-sensitive deal, a 
fork-in-the-road decision. But it’s not what we do that makes a difference, it’s how we do it. 
Tackling situations when time is of the essence is part of our DNA – so we adopt an action-oriented approach at all times. We work in small, highly 
qualified teams with specific industry and functional expertise, and we operate at pace, moving quickly from analysis to implementation. We stand 
shoulder to shoulder with our clients until the job is done, and only measure our success in terms of the results we deliver.
Our approach enables us to help our clients confront and overcome truly future-defining challenges. We partner with you to make the right decisions 
and take the right actions. And we are right by your side. When it really matters.
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